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Mickalene Thomas 's  "Hot! Wild! Unres tricted!" is  featured in the edit commemorating Pride Month. Image courtesy of 1s tDibs

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Online design marketplace 1stDibs is marking Pride Month with a meaningful collaboration with New York's Leslie-
Lohman Museum.

The partnership is highlighting works from renowned LGBTQ+ designers, artists and creators across all verticals to
celebrate Pride Month. The curation of fine art, photography, jewelry, furniture and designer clothing will go live
June 1 and will last throughout the month.

Celebrating Pride Month 
The partnership is especially thoughtful as the Leslie-Lohman Museum is the only dedicated LGBTQ+ art museum in
the world. Its mission is to highlight and preserve works by LGBTQ+ artists focusing on themes, issues and people
within the community.

The museum currently fosters more than 25,000 objects.

The curation for Pride Month will feature a diverse group of LGBTQ+ artists with an overall focus on representation
and the celebration of queer identity.
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Aldo Cipullo's  gold modernis t form ring is  also part of the curation. Image credit: 1s tDibs

Aime Chan-Lindquist, director of external affairs at the Leslie-Lohman Museum shared some of her favorite pieces:
ClassiCon Non Conformist Chair in Leather by Eileen Gray, David Wojnarowicz's "Untitled (For Act Up)" from 1990,
Mickalene Thomas's "Hot! Wild! Unrestricted!" from 2009 and Aldo Cipullo's gold modernist form ring.

Each year, several luxury brands and retailers make a point to show their support to the LGBTQ+ community during
Pride Month.

In 2021, U.S. retail group Neiman Marcus Group introduced several corporate and store programs to mark Pride
Month.

The "Celebrating Pride, Supporting LGBTQ Futures" campaign focused on awareness, education and support for the
community. Both Bergdorf Goodman and Neiman Marcus participated in several initiatives (see story).
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